1 Vocabulary
Week One:
Select vocabulary from your readings to ‘chart.’ Write the word first, then
next to it write the sentence it was found..(or a portion of it that will clearly
show its usage) Definitions should be less than 3-4 words and applicable to
the part of speech used in the text.
Vocabulary

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Pg #

Definition
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Week Two: Helpful Vocab.
apace – quickly
cravat– a necktie
formidable – alarming, frightening
garret – a loft
gendarme– a police officer
hillock – a mound
hobnailed shoes– rough, sturdy shoes, the soles of which are protected by
large-headed nails
lackey– a messenger
lugubrious – gloomy
prefecture – a district
proclamation of the Golfe Juan– a notice that Napoleon had returned from
exile and reclaimed the throne
promenade– a public walkway, as in a park
rents – rips
scullion – a kitchen servant
throng – a large crowd
truss – a bail
EXTRA CREDIT: List 10 vocabulary words below that were unknown to you
during this week’s reading…list must be turned in next class to receive
credit (10 points) include page number and short definition.
1.______________________________________________________________________________
2.______________________________________________________________________________
3.______________________________________________________________________________
4.______________________________________________________________________________
5.______________________________________________________________________________
6.______________________________________________________________________________
7.______________________________________________________________________________
8.______________________________________________________________________________
9.______________________________________________________________________________
10._____________________________________________________________________________
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WEEK Three:
Select vocabulary from your readings to ‘chart.’ Write the word first, then
next to it write the sentence it was found..(or a portion of it that will clearly
show its usage) Definitions should be less than 3-4 words and applicable to
the part of speech used in the text.
Vocabulary
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Pg #

Definition
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WEEK SIX: Misspelled Words
In the following paragraph there are fourteen words ending with -ible or able, some of which are misspelled. Read the paragraph, locate the
misspelled words and write the correct spellings in the space provided
below the paragraph.
Most people thought that Michael, an eligable bachelor, was an adorable,
personible man. Mattie, however, found him detestable. Some time ago,
Michael promised to take Mattie to a fashionible restaurant for a remarkible
dinner. As horrable as it sounds, Michael took Mattie to the local
McDonald's. Most of the food there was either inedable or undigestable.
Mattie was as irritable as possable when she told her roommates about her
terrible date. "Whoever finally marries that contemptable Michael," Mattie
said, "is certainly not going to be in an enviable position."
After printing the exercise, write the correct spellings below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
Fill in the blank with either accept or except.
1. The whole army is out of step _______________ Fred.
2. I'll _______________ no money from that cheapskate.
3. Please _______________ this pot of Mama's chicken soup.
4. It will cure anything _______________ flat feet.
5. Rip could do anything _______________ make money.
6. I had to _______________ their negative evaluation.
7. All the girls went to the game _______________ Mary.
8. Howard could not _______________ the job.
9. __________ when there's a classic movie playing, Pete seldom watches TV.
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10. I will _______________ your gift if you let me pay for my lunch.
Fill in the blank with either affect or effect.
1. Wars _______________ everybody, and their destructive _______________ last
for generations.
2. Television has a strong _______________ on public opinion.
3. My mood can _______________ my thinking, too.
4. I see that you're trying to _______________ apathy, but I know that you
really do care.
5. Falling on my head had a bad _______________ on my memory.
6. His years of smoking have negatively ____________ed his health.
7. This plan will surely ______________ significant improvements in our
productivity.
8. The patient shows normal ______________ and appears to be
psychologically stable.
9. The principal's new rules _______________ the school.
10. Supply and demand have a direct ________________ on the prices of
commodities.
11. The _______________ of the speech was visible on the faces of the sleeping
audience.
12. He's just trying to seem cool; his indifference is completely
_______________ed.
13. We may never know the full _______________ of the radiation leak.
14. The early frost will _______________ the crops.
1. I have to (beleive, believe) to (acheive, achieve).
2. Look at that spider on the (ceiling, cieling).
3. Judson could not (conceive, concieve) of such treachery.
4. (Weigh, Wiegh) your produce at the register.
5. The shower was a (releif, relief) after the hot day.
6. The blood in my (veins, viens) ran cold at the sight of King Kong.
7. I'll need a (receipt, reciept) for this purchase.
8. Did you (perceive, percieve) how Jan (yeilded, yielded) the floor to Tom?
9. The battle was fought during the (reign, riegn) of Ethelred the Unready.
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10. How could he have (deceived, decieved) us as he did?
11. He packed a toothbrush in a bandana and hopped a (frieght, freight)
train.
12. Joe may be a dope, but he's no (feind, fiend).
SCORE: Each one worth 2 points _______________________________________
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WEEK SEVEN:
Select vocabulary from your readings to ‘chart.’ Write the word first, then
next to it write the sentence it was found..(or a portion of it that will clearly
show its usage) Definitions should be less than 3-4 words and applicable to
the part of speech used in the text.
Vocabulary
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Pg #

Definition
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Week NINE: Churchill
Vocabulary Word

v/n/adj/adv Definition
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WEEK TEN: REWRITE
Vocabulary Strong? Replacement
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WEEK ELEVEN:
Vocabulary

Strong?

Coverage Vocab
Context
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WEEK TWELVE: Gerda
Holocaust/Jewish Terms

Significance
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Week Fourteen: The Bet
Vocabulary

Definition

